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ABSTRACT
Imaging period is an important consideration to
geostationary interferometric microwave sounder (GIMS)
when mapping fast changing target such as typhoon. GIMS
simulation system with near real case observation target can
evaluate system performance in different system
configurations and thus help determine the optimal imaging
period. In this paper, GIMS simulation system using
MATLAB and near real case observation modeled by
FNL/WRF/RTTOV method has been used to analyze the
effect of imaging period on image quality. System
simulation results for each frequency channel will be
presented and analyses of imaging period’s effect on image
quality will also be given.
Index Terms— GIMS, imaging period, simulation
system, imaging quality
1. INTRODUCTION
Microwave atmospheric sounding from geostationary earth
orbit (GEO) have attracted more and more attentions
recently. The advantage of continuously monitoring the full
earth disk of GEO over LEO observation, together with the
ability to detect the vertical distribution of temperature and
humidity in troposphere of microwave sounding make GEO
microwave sounding very appealing for monitoring fast
changing weather such as tropical cyclone.
In order to achieve a moderate spatial resolution around
oxygen band (53GHz) in GEO observation, a quite large real
aperture antenna is needed. However, deploying and
scanning the large traditional real aperture antenna poses a
big challenge in satellite application. The technique of
interferometric aperture synthesis is considered to be an
alternative to help solve this problem [1]. It uses signals
intercepted by multiple small antennas to yield the angular
response characteristics of a much larger antenna, realizing
high spatial resolution while relieving system complexity.
Some GEO instruments with this idea have been proposed
including GeoSTAR proposed by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, NASA [2]; GAS proposed by the European
Space Research and Technology Center, ESA [3]; and
GIMS proposed by the National Space Science Center,
Chinese Academy of Sciences [4].
Geostationary interferometric microwave sounder
(GIMS) has been proposed for China’s next generation
geostationary meteorological satellite. It uses a rotating
circular array [5] and is supposed to be working in the timesharing mode [6]. Unlike the stationary array system, which
collects all the visibilities in one integral period and
implements snap-shot imaging, the rotating circular array
system collects part of visibilities in one integral period and
needs to rotate half a circle to complete collecting all the
visibilities needed for image retrieval (i.e. time-sharing
sampling), thus leading to a longer imaging period. Since
atmospheric parameters are under continuous variation,
resulting in time-variant observational brightness
temperatures of the full earth disk, observation with longer
imaging period might introduce some blurring to the
retrieved image. Through target brightness temperature
modeling for GIMS [7], it is assured that brightness
temperature change is particularly obvious in tropical
cyclone region, which is one of the most important
meteorological situations to be observed by GIMS. For this
reason, it is necessary to evaluate imaging quality under
different imaging period configurations for GIMS when
observing target of time-variant brightness temperatures,
which can help determine the optimal imaging period that
can be accepted or drive us to think about algorithm to
overcome the blurring under unaccepted imaging period.
2. EVALUATION TOOL—GIMS SIMULATION
SYSTEM
To evaluate the effect of imaging period on imaging quality,
GIMS simulation system has been constructed. Fig1 shows
the framework of GIMS simulation system, which consists
of observation target modeling, observational process
simulation of the sensor, an optional part of observational
data processing aiming at correcting the error along with
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time-sharing sampling, and brightness temperature retrieval
from the (optionally processed) observational data.

Fig2. 52.8GHz full-earth-disk brightness temperature
modeled by FNL/WRF/RTTOV method (K)
2.2. Observational process simulation

Fig1. Framework of GIMS simulation system
2.1. Observation target modeling
The
observation
target
modeling
part
utilize
FNL/WRF/RTTOV method to generate GEO observational
brightness temperature near real case. To put it simply, the
NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data
prepared operational every six hours [8] are used as the
initial field to drive a state-state-the-art atmospheric
modeling system (WRF) [9] capable of meteorological
research and numerical weather prediction to generate
predictions of surface parameters and vertical atmospheric
profiles at specified time and spatial resolution, which is
used as inputs into a radiative transfer model (RTTOV) [10]
that accounts for propagation and viewing geometries from
GEO. In this study, target modeling is set to generate
brightness temperatures of the full-earth-disk at 10km spatial
resolution and 10s temporal resolution during 18:00 to 24:00
on September 19th 2013, when the tropical cyclone “Usagi”
upgraded to super typhoon and therefore can be treated as a
short-term fast-changing observation target for our
evaluation. Fig 2 demonstrates target modeling result of the
52.8GHz frequency full-earth-disk brightness temperature
map at one particular time.

The observational process simulation mainly simulates
function of GIMS sensor, i.e. generates visibilities from fullearth-disk brightness temperature maps using time-sharing
sampling mode of the rotating circular array. The simulation
have configurable parameters such as system frequency,
integral time, imaging period, array configuration and size,
and antenna pattern etc. So we can acquire visibilities
corresponding to different imaging periods by adjusting the
imaging period parameter individually.
2.3. Observational data processing
Observational data processing is an optional part in the
simulation system. It is first introduced to mitigate the blur
along with observing target of rapid change using timesharing sampling. In this study, this part is not used and
furthermore it is the conclusion of this study that determines
whether this processing part is needed or the threshold for
this processing part if the part is necessary.
2.4. Brightness temperature retrieval
Brightness temperature retrieval part accomplishes the task
of transforming visibilities obtained in observational process
simulation part to the final retrieved image. This part utilizes
the pseudo-polar FFT algorithm to first interpolate
visibilities into pseudo-polar grids and then perform inverse
Fourier transform [11].
3. PRELIMINARY RESULT
Through GIMS simulation system, the effect of imaging
period on imaging quality in time-variant scene observation
can be evaluated by properly adjusting simulation
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configurations and comparing the retrieved image and the
referential image that generated from the observation target
modeling part (i.e. image under observation of the sensor).
Fig 3 displays a retrieved image generated from GIMS
simulation system. Imaging period is set to 5min in this case.
Root mean square error (RMSE) between this retrieved
image and the referential observational image at the middle
of the imaging period is 1.107K. The error comes from both
the image-retrieving algorithm and the blur caused by timevariant target observation.

To illustrate effect of imaging period on blurring
caused by time-variant target observation, RMSE value of
retrieved image for different imaging period configurations
have been calculated and curve of relationship between this
RMSE value and imaging period is displayed in fig 4. Each
subplot demonstrates curves for one of the seven frequency
channels. Red line reveals RMSE for tropical cyclone area,
while blur line demonstrates RMSE for the full earth disk.
Imaging period of 0 means observing a static target, namely
the snap-shot imaging. Therefore, RMSE at imaging period
of 0 corresponds to inherent error in image-retrieving
algorithm and can be used as a contrast to indicate blurring
caused by time-variant target observation.
The ascent curves in fig 4 verify the blurring effect of
imaging period on retrieved image. And the blurring effect is
more severe in tropical cyclone area than full earth disk
since curves for tropical cyclone area have larger slope
values as marked in the figure. This is due to the fact that
tropical cyclone is the main dynamic part in full earth disk.
Furthermore, the blurring effect decreases as frequency
increases, which means lower frequencies in 50~56GHz
should be configured with relatively shorter imaging periods
to guarantee image quality.
4. CONCLUSION

Fig3. 52.8GHz brightness temperature map retrieved from
GIMS simulation system

In this study, GIMS simulation system and a set of near real
case brightness temperature maps modeled by
FNL/WRF/RTTOV method that characterize the full earth
disk with dynamic target of tropical cyclone have been used
to quantify the imaging error resulted from dynamic scene
observation. By configuring different imaging period, the
relationship between quality of retrieved image and imaging
period has been clarified. It is verified that longer imaging
period indeed affect imaging quality especially for tropical
cyclone area and lower frequencies in 50~56GHz. In future
works, an algorithm that utilizes temporal characteristics of
visibilities collected by time-sharing sampling method is
expected to be employed to mitigate the error along with
time-variant target observation.
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